
Meeting called to order: 7:33PM on February 10th, 2023
Attendance:
Levi
Sherri
Johnathan
Lindee
Holly
Tanya
Salena
Johanna

Discussing different storage options. Prairie Skies is no longer an option since the pipe bursts.
Floor Open:
Holly- Sherri- Tanya: Energy Building - A year lease for $500 a month – Not big enough to do
building big sets. The ceiling is not high enough to have our stage up there. It is on the second
floor. We would have to put in a lot of work for it to be ready for us.
Build space - A privately owned shop. Power tools and space. We would need insurance for the
workers and for the space itself.
Sherri’s best friend owns the workshop being mentioned. It would need cleaning. We would
have to keep it quiet because there’s a chance the city would be against it.
Budget is still undecided. Things could be stored. Month to Month renting.

Lindee has questions (Answers listed below)
The Fire Marshall should be called to see if it is actually safe.
Remodeling is ongoing.
Stairwell and elevator are small – elevator is creaky
The space would be too small for the big shows.

Levi Concerns:
Money - We lost about half of savings while we were at Prairie Sky Venue – doing $500 a month
might be rough?
As of right now we’re not at a good spot moneywise.
GCT had been in storage units since the ‘80’s.
$75 a unit – $140 a month instead of $500
Need a good inventory catalog.
GCT is doing badly financially– so going into emergency mode seems like the best bet.

It has been decided that the energy building is off the table because of expenses.

$65 for the two storage rooms (one is free)
Four storage units to start off with — $215
Build Space – We will need insurance – We have different options – Tabling it for now.



Lindee makes a motion to have 2 additional storage storage at pack away storage- $75 piece a
month.
Tanya second it.
Levi, Johnathan, Lindee, Salena, Sherri, & Johanna said Aye in favor.
Holly abstained.

We need to come up with a plan for moving things from Prairie Skies.

Johanna motions to end meeting
Salena seconds
Everyone ayes.

Meeting Adjourned at 8:39PM


